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Abstract

Geolocated social media data hold a hitherto untapped potential for exploring the

relationship between user mobility and their interests at a large scale. Using geolocated

Twitter data from Nigeria, we provide a feasibility study that demonstrates how the

linkage of (1) a trajectory analysis of Twitter users' geolocation and (2) natural language

processing of Twitter users' text content can reveal information about the interests of

migrants. After identifying migrants via a trajectory analysis, we train a language model to

automatically detect the topics of the migrants' tweets. Biases of manual labelling are

circumvented by learning community‐defined topics from a Nigerian web forum. Results

suggest that differences in users' mobility correlate with varying interests in several topics,

most notably religion. We find that Twitter data can be a flexible source for exploring the

link between users' mobility and interests in large‐scale analyses of urban populations.

The joint use of spatial techniques and text analysis enables migration researchers to (a)

study migrant perspectives in greater detail than is possible with census data and (b) at a

larger scale than is feasible with interviews. Thereby, it provides a valuable complement to

interviews, surveys and censuses, and holds a large potential for further research.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Human migration is a complex phenomenon, and its study is still

constrained by a lack of data (Kirchberger, 2021). Rather than being a

precisely defined process, migration is part of the spectrum of human

mobility patterns which range from occasional travel to permanent

relocation (Willekens et al., 2016). In a globalized world, migration is

intertwined with political, economic and cultural processes

(McAuliffe & Ruhs, 2018), but how these processes factor into

migrant decision‐making is still not sufficiently understood. Important

insights could be gained by better understanding the perspective of

individuals (McAuliffe et al., 2018), those who decide to move as well

as those who decide to stay (Schewel, 2020). Who are they, where

are they, and what matters to them? A data source which can keep up

with dynamic and international populations across borders, and

inform about their views and experiences in changing environments,

would be highly valuable (McAuliffe et al., 2018).

The same dynamism and variety of mobility patterns necessitate

that the data not only provide high coverage, but can also be flexibly

applied across space, time and topics. This is where traditional data
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sources, such as ethnographies, surveys and censuses, reach their

limits (Rampazzo et al., 2021). Ethnographies and interviews provide

rich detail, but rely on small samples (Rowe et al., 2021). Longitudinal

surveys capture migration dynamics with detailed migration histories

but at high data collection costs and efforts (Fussell et al., 2014).

Demographic data from censuses or administrative sources can

provide high geographic detail for large parts of the population, but

are limited in detail, timeliness and coverage of migrants, and suffer

from heterogeneity in their definitions of migration (Rampazzo

et al., 2021; Spyratos et al., 2018; Willekens, 2019). Altogether, data

suffers from cost and rigidity, and there appears to be a gap between

detailed and large‐scale information sources.

These information gaps could be reduced by types of data which

have emerged from developments in information technologies

(McAuliffe et al., 2018; Reips & Buffardi, 2012): Microblogs like

Twitter provide geolocated social media (SM) data that is, to date,

freely and globally available. The combination of text data and

geolocation which these data offer enables the joint assessment of

the interests and the mobility of users and reveals pathways towards

a better understanding of migration.

2 | BACKGROUND: ANALYSIS OF
MIGRANTS USING SM

In recent years, the number of people engaging with SM has grown

substantially, and SM platforms are now recognized as spaces for

socializing and reflecting on all aspects of everyday life (Townsend &

Wallace, 2016; Zhu et al., 2022). Consequently, “social sensing” data

have been proposed as a real‐time and inexpensive way to measure

social phenomena (Wang et al., 2019).

The opinions expressed on SM can inform about a wide variety

of topics (Wang et al., 2019), making the usage of user‐provided data

a scientific trend in many fields of research (Kounadi & Resch, 2018).

For migration studies, text‐based social networks are an interesting

data source, because they enable users to connect and exchange

knowledge over long distances (Dekker & Engbersen, 2014), and

have been considered central to international migration decision‐

making (Akanle et al., 2021). For qualitative studies, migration

researchers have long recognized SM's potential to provide a unique

insight into the interests and behaviours of migrants (Reips &

Buffardi, 2012). But could migrant interests also be studied at large

scales, using big data approaches?

The feasibility of large‐scale studies of SM users has been

demonstrated for a variety of text‐based SM platforms, such as

LinkedIn (Bastian et al., 2014), Facebook (Heidenreich et al., 2020) or

Twitter (Giachanou & Crestani, 2016). Widespread methods for the

analysis of such data include topic modelling (Calderón et al., 2020)

and sentiment analysis (Giachanou & Crestani, 2016). When it comes

to migration research, however, these studies have a blind spot.

Khatua and Nejdl (2021) found that, so far, SM studies mostly

explored public opinions about refugees and migrants (see, e.g.,

Heidenreich et al., 2020; Lee & Nerghes, 2018; Rowe et al., 2021),

while the first person‐perspectives of migrants have been neglected.

This is a missing link of no small importance (McAuliffe et al., 2018):

Subjective perceptions are key to migration decisions (Hoffmann

et al., 2021), even if they do not always match the objective reality. In

their aforementioned study, Khatua and Nejdl (2021) also demon-

strate the feasibility of analyzing views and struggles of migrants on

SM, but find that identifying migrants is challenging. Their approach

of relying on migrants explicitly referring to themselves as such can

detect only a miniscule, likely biased (Olteanu et al., 2019), subset of

migrants, and is thus not able to make visible the needs and desires of

the large number of migrants that are active on SM.

However, there are alternative methods which can be used to

identify migrants. Language can be used as a proxy (Lamanna

et al., 2018; Sîrbu et al., 2021), although limited by the dominance of

English as a lingua franca (Kim et al., 2020). And where SM contains

geoinformation, spatial analysis is a possibility. Various studies

(Armstrong et al., 2021; Blumenstock, 2012; Fiorio et al., 2017;

Gollin et al., 2021; Hawelka et al., 2014; Mazzoli et al., 2020;

Spyratos et al., 2018; Zagheni et al., 2014) show that the

identification of mobility patterns using geolocated SM data is

feasible. Armstrong et al. (2021) find that the users identified by their

method rarely represent migrants in the traditional sense but cover a

wide range of mobile users including business travellers, tourists or

global citizens. Therefore, SM data have the potential to be a

common ground for the analysis and comparison of a range of mobile

populations of various kinds which may not jointly appear in

traditional data sets.

However, thus far, the analysis of movements from the point of

view of geographical science and the analysis of texts from the point

of view of social science have remained apart. Recently, works by

Kim et al. (2020, 2021, 2022) have shown that migrants and natives

can be distinguished by relating their geolocation to that of their

friends (Kim et al., 2020), and characterized via the metadata and

hashtags associated with their tweets (Kim et al., 2021). This

demonstrates the potential of combining various facets of SM data,

and while Hashtags are powerful labels for trending topics, an even

greater wealth of information is contained in the main content of SM

posts. Therein, user‐created texts contain implicit and subjective

information about a wide variety of topics and the users' attitudes

towards them. Extracting this information from large data sets is only

feasible with automated methods though, which is challenging

because the features of informal Internet communication are

different from traditional written text and often contain typographi-

cal errors (Nguyen et al., 2020).

Over the past years, substantial advances have been made in the

field of natural language processing (NLP). Large general‐purpose

language models trained on very large corpora (Brown et al., 2020;

Devlin et al., 2018) now excel at a variety of tasks, including

multilabel text classification. This facilitates the automated extraction

of complex topics even from large corpora in informal language

(Kayastha et al., 2021). So far, the full potential of this has not been

tapped in the context of migration, perhaps due to the lack of suitable

training corpora or the aforementioned difficulty of identifying
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migrants. In this study, we demonstrate how these challenges can be

overcome.

Our overarching goal is to develop a methodology which can

harness geolocated SM data for migration research. Linking Nigerian

Twitter users' mobility to their interest in certain topics, we provide a

test case which explores the potentials and limitations of our method.

As an alternative to the recent approach by Kim et al. (2021), we aim

to provide a method that, given the availability of sufficiently rich

data, can be flexibly adapted to various mobility forms and platforms,

and captures general topics rather than specific hashtags, to match

the variety of mobility forms and online conversations.

Our approach is twofold:

First, we use the geolocation information to identify mobile users

via their trajectories. Second, we analyze the text content produced

by these users to identify their topic preferences and compare them

to those of stationary users.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. After an

outline of the setting and the data source of our study (Section 3.1),

we present the materials and methods used for the mobility analysis

(Section 3.2.1) and the text analysis (Section 3.2.2). The results are

likewise presented separately for the spatial analysis (Section 4.1) and

the text analysis (Section 4.2). The discussion (Section 5) reflects on

the key findings of the case study (Section 5.1) and discusses the

implications for policy (Section 5.2), closing with a reflection on the

limitations of the approach and ethical considerations (Section 5.3).

Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

3 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 | Study area and data source

Nigeria provides a relevant case study due to its cultural diversity,

pivotal position in West Africa, and rapidly increasing young

population (Central Intelligence Agency, 2022) with increasing

penetration of mobile phones (Forenbacher et al., 2019). Today, as

Kirwin and Anderson (2018) found, Nigerians comprise the vast

majority of people in West Africa who are motivated to migrate. SM

use is relatively low, but increasing. In January 2015, 13.6 million SM

users were estimated in Nigeria, a 7% share of the country's total

population (Kemp, 2015). In January 2019, that number had risen to

24 million, or 12% of the population (Kemp, 2019). The users are

predominantly young, with 68% being between 18 and 34 years old

(Kemp, 2019). Consequently, SM users are not representative of the

population as a whole. However, they still constitute a userbase of

large size whose data can possibly complement existing data or even

give new insights into migration.

In this study, Twitter was used as a data source for the following

reasons:

(1) Joint geolocation and text data: Tweets are text data that are also

sometimes tagged with locations (place geolocation) or geocoor-

dinates (precise geolocation). Geotags link the physical space

with the virtual space of online conversations.

(2) Rich metadata: Besides geolocation, tweets are accompanied by a

variety of metadata which aid in the interpretation of the data

and the detection of automated accounts.

(3) Accessibility: Twitter's accessibility has made it the most studied

SM platform (Williams et al., 2017). An Application Programming

Interface (API) provides access to historical data, although with

restrictions to query volume and rates (Twitter Inc., 2022a). For

these reasons, Twitter is a preferred data source for spatial

analyses, despite estimations that only 1.1% of the adult

population can be reached with adverts on Twitter, compared

with 18.0% for Facebook (Kemp, 2019).

Figure 1 shows the timeframe for the study, January

2015–December 2018. It was selected to allow for a consistent

database with minimal temporal biases, defined by Olteanu et al.

(2019) as systematic distortions across user populations or beha-

viours over time. Preliminary experiments suggested that the

geotagging of places became widely used from mid‐2014 onwards

(Figure 1a). In 2019, Twitter made changes to the geotagging

functionality (Kruspe et al., 2021) (Figure 1b). The use of Twitter by

Nigerians spiked in 2020, fuelled by the #endsars protests (Ojedokun

et al., 2021) (Figure 1c), while in 2021 the Nigerian government

enacted a temporary ban on Twitter (Princewill et al., 2021)

(Figure 1d). To prevent these events from influencing the study,

F IGURE 1 Sampled count of geolocated tweets from Nigeria between 2011 and 2022, by geolocation type. (a) First appearance of
substantial numbers of geotagged Tweets in Nigeria; (b) change to Twitter geolocation functionality (Kruspe et al., 2021); (c) #endsars protests in
whichTwitter played a significant role (Ojedokun et al., 2021); (d) temporary ban of Twitter by the Nigerian government (Princewill et al., 2021).
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the 4‐year period 2015–2018, for which a stable level of general

activity and geotagging activity can be found, was selected as the

study's timeframe.

As an ancillary data source, data from Nairaland.com, a Nigerian

web forum was used. For a description of Nairaland (NL) we refer to

Supporting Information Appendix B.

3.2 | Methods

The methodology follows a complementary workflow of spatial

analysis and text analysis. On the basis of a source set of Nigerian

tweets (SNGA), which is expanded in geographical scope to SGEO, the

spatial analysis identifies several groups of users with distinct

mobility characteristics (U0, U30 and U90 in Figure 2). For these

mobile people, a new set of tweets (SMPL) is acquired to analyze their

topic interests. Figure 2 illustrates how outputs of the spatial analysis

are being used to guide the data acquisition of the text analysis.

3.2.1 | Spatial analysis

For the timeframe, all geolocated tweets from Nigeria were queried

using the Twitter API. From the over 28.5M tweets collected (data

set SNGA, Table 1), unique users were identified with the aim to

analyze their movement. To exclude automated accounts, a series of

filters was applied following previous studies on trajectories by Hübl

et al. (2017) and Petutschnig et al. (2020): First, accounts that

frequently (for more than 25% of tweets) exceeded the speed of

150 km/h between two sequential tweet locations were excluded.

Besides filtering automated accounts, this speed‐based filter ex-

cluded users who use the geotagging feature consistently in other

ways than to refer to their own location (e.g., referring to a place they

intend to visit, or the location of an event they comment on). Second,

accounts that post more than 150 geolocated tweets in a single day

(Hübl et al., 2017), or more than 15 on average per day (Petutschnig

et al., 2020), were excluded. As a final measure to improve

consistency, only users who were created before the start of the

timeframe were selected. For these remaining 116,670 users (UNGA),

all tweets from outside Nigeria for the timeframe were acquired to

complete their timelines of geolocated tweets (data set SGEO,

Table 1).

For the mobility analysis, as small‐scale mobility was not of

interest in the study, the tweets from SGEO were spatially aggregated

to spatial units (SUs) based on the centroid of the place tagged in the

tweet. This further serves to anonymize the data. To ensure that the

size of the SU did not determine the results, a sensitivity analysis was

performed and confirmed that the results were robust to the size of

SU influence on the result excepting extreme values. SU of a 30‐km

radius was used for the remainder of the study. For more information

on how the SU was derived, see Supporting Information Appendix A.

The geolocated timelines SGEO contain location histories for

116,670 users. To identify migration events within these histories,

F IGURE 2 Workflow of the study. (Top) Spatial analysis. (Bottom) Text analysis. SNGA, SGEO and SMPL areTwitter data sets. NL is a Nairaland
data set (see Section 3.2.2). MOVE and MINT are movements. UNGA is a set of users, of which U0, U30, U90 and Unone are subsets (groups) of users.
RGYR is the radius of gyration.

TABLE 1 Twitter data sets used in the study.

Data set
Number of
tweets

Number
of users Geolocation Purpose

SNGA 27,818,148 325,061 Complete Identification of
users UNGA

SGEO 25,021,363 114,278 Complete Mobility

analysis of
users UNGA

SMPL 2,629,812 9301 Partly Text analysis of
users U0,
U30 and U90

Note: SGEO, global data set for selected users UNGA; SMPL, sampled data set
for analysis of mobile populations; SNGA, initial source data set of Nigeria.
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the approach developed by Chi et al. (2020) was applied. It can be

flexibly tuned to detect migration in various forms and has been

calibrated and validated on several data sets, Twitter among them. In

this three‐step approach: (1) contiguous segments are identified, (2)

consecutive segments in the same location are merged and (3)

overlaps are removed. Compared with Chi et al. (2020), one of

several overlapping segments was allowed to persist if they

contained more than 70% of all tweets in the overlapping period.

The results are continuous, nonoverlapping segments that indicate a

user's presence at a certain location over a certain time (Figure 3).

Segments qualified as residences if their length exceeded a

minimum time (ResLength). Minimum residency length is part of many

definitions of migration but no single definition is universally

accepted (Kirchberger, 2021). To demonstrate the flexibility of the

approach with regard to migration concepts, two types of movement

and four groups of users were distinguished (see Figure 2): The first

type of movement was defined as international migration (MINT),

which occurred between two residences of at least 90 days

ResLength, only one of which was within Nigeria. The 90‐day window

corresponds to the commonly used distinction between visitors and

longer terms stays as codified in visa‐waiver programmes (Armstrong

et al., 2021). It corresponds to the UN definitions of “short‐term

migrant” and “long‐term migrant” which refer to residence periods of

3–12months, and longer than 12months, respectively (United

Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 1998). The

second type of movement was defined as overall mobility (MOVE),

which occurred between any two different residences of 30 days

ResLength. It was intended to capture a wider range of movements

that could also include short‐term mobility.

On the basis of these two types of movements, four groups of

users were distinguished: international, mobile, stationary and others.

First, international migrants (U90) were users who displayed at least

F IGURE 3 Illustration of the migration detection method on six fictitious user timelines. Consecutive tweets of sufficient density get joined
to segments. The succession of segments at different locations is counted as a movement or migration. According to the migrations, users are
categorized as either U0, U30, U90 or Unone. NG, Nigeria; US, the United States.
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one MINT. Second, mobile users (U30) displayed at least one MOVE

within Nigeria and no MINT. Third, stationary users (U0) were those

which had several detected residence periods of at least 30 days all at

the same location in Nigeria. To prevent inactivity being mistaken for

spatial continuity (Schewel, 2020), stationary users had to possess at

least two residence periods in the same Nigerian SU (cf. Figure 3e,f),

and further fulfil the requirement of having a higher number of total

tweets than the lowest number of tweets exhibited by any U90 or U30

(19 tweets). Lastly, other users Unone fulfilled none of the other

groups' criteria and were not of interest to this study.

As a final analysis step, the movements from one residence to

another were aggregated to mobility flows between the SU.

Assigning users and movements to discrete categories allows

testing for a priori definitions of migration, but it is not the only way

to make mobility tangible. Location histories alternatively allow for

the quantification of user mobility on a continuous scale. One

possible measure is the radius of gyration (RGYR), the mean distance

of a user's geolocated tweets from their collective centroid (see

Zagheni et al., 2014 for an example). To test this alternative method

of capturing mobility, RGYR was calculated for U0, U30 and U90.

3.2.2 | Text analysis

The objective of the study was to identify whether the previously

identified differences in mobility also extend to differences in topic

interests of the particular user groups, expressed by the tweeting

about certain topics.

The geolocated tweet timelines SGEO, used in Section 3.2.1 to

detect mobility, were not suitable for the analysis of topics, as they

only contained geolocated tweets. These are likely biased towards

certain topics that have a strong spatial component (e.g., travel) or

ties to particular locations (e.g., sports). To overcome this limitation, a

new set of tweets SMPL was queried without a requirement for

geolocation.

A technique of random sampling, stratified by users, was applied to

download a representative selection of tweets from all users who were in

the previous step classified as either international, mobile or stationary.

This sampling was necessary for a couple of reasons: (1) Acquiring the

users' complete tweet histories for the time between 2015 and 2019 is

theoretically possible, but practically unfeasible due to the high number of

tweets. And (2), a complete data set would be highly biased towards more

active users (Li et al., 2013; Zagheni et al., 2014).

Random sampling of tweets from users' tweet histories is not

offered by the Twitter API. As a heuristic alternative, a pseudo‐

random stratified sampling approach was implemented by sampling

48 randomly spaced 7‐day intervals throughout the timeframe, and

acquiring for every user up to 10 tweets from within each of these

intervals. Tweets from highly topic‐specific sources or automated

platforms were discarded.

The resulting data set SMPL comprises 2,731,483 tweets from

9672 users. Basic summary statistics across user groups are provided

in Table 2.

For the classification of topics within the tweets, we apply a

machine‐learning model. To train this model, labelled training data are

necessary. As an alternative to manual labelling of tweets, implicitly

labelled training data from the Nigerian web forum NL were acquired.

NL consists of many subforums dedicated to certain topics,

like, politics, sports and travel. By choosing the appropriate subforum

for their comments, users are implicitly labelling their own texts.

Therefore, such hierarchically structured web forums can be seen as

a labelling environment in which labels are offered top‐down and

assigned by the web community bottom‐up, with certain community

members having more control over the labelling than the majority.

Compared with a manual labelling of posts or definition of topic‐

specific keywords by experts, automatically learning the labels from

the online community is more likely to reflect the themes discussed in

online spaces and the language that is being used to discuss them.

While this approach does not avoid subjectivity or normativity, it

makes for a better fit to the microblog format. In total, 2,091,491 NL

comments spread over 40 topics were acquired using a web‐scraping

approach. Of the NL comments, 80% were used for training, 10% for

validation and 10% for testing the model and calculating the topic‐

specific accuracies for the plausibility check. For a more detailed

description of the NL data set, see Supporting Information

Appendix B.

To analyze the interests of Twitter users, a state‐of‐the‐art

language model was trained on the NL data set and then used to

assign topic labels to all the tweets in SMPL. The feasibility of a similar

approach has been demonstrated by Fiallos and Jimenes (2019) who

labelled the interests of Twitter users' based on a classifier trained on

Reddit comments.

BERTweet (Nguyen et al., 2020) was used as the backbone of the

model. It is a language model based on the transformer architecture

(Vaswani et al., 2017) that is pretrained on a large English Twitter

corpus. This backbone converts the text into vectorized embeddings

TABLE 2 Statistics of users over SMPL.

Number of users
Number of tweets RGYR (km)
Minimum Maximum Mean SD Minimum Maximum Mean SD

Stationary U0 3748 13 480 282.4 128.7 0.6 5879.7 413.2 714.7

Mobile U30 4655 1 480 276.4 128.0 1.5 8204.4 864.4 1258.9

International U90 898 22 480 316.9 117.9 66.4 10,045.5 2478.4 1463.7

Note: RGYR, radius of gyration; SD, standard deviation; U0, stationary users; U30, mobile users; U90, international migrants.
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which feed into a fully connected classification layer. The entire

network, including the transformer backbone, was then fine‐tuned to

the task of predicting the topic for each NL comment. Afterwards,

the trained classification model was applied to the Twitter data set

SMPL to predict the topics for each tweet.

This approach is one of unsupervised domain adaptation (see

Ramponi & Plank, 2020, for an overview) in which SMPL constitutes

the target domain (DT) and NL constitutes the source domain (DS).

Despite many similarities between NL and the Nigerian Twitter-

sphere, there remains a domain shift between DT and DS due to

differences in userbase, moderation or user options. To reduce this

shift, tweets and NL comments were preprocessed identically,

removing obviously platform‐specific features (such as the retweet

marker “RT”) and masking unique items, such as URLs or phone

numbers. As in the original training of BERTweet, comments shorter

than 10 tokens were excluded. On grounds of representativeness,

the small proportion of non‐English tweets and NL comments were

not excluded, although their classification likely added challenge of

the task. To the model, two further adjustments were made

compared with the reference implementation. First, to account for

unequal representation of topics in our NL data set, cross‐entropy

loss with class weights was used (Torch Contributors, 2019). Second,

a domain‐adversarial domain adaptation approach was applied during

training (see Ganin et al., 2016) to promote the learning of domain‐

invariant features. It was also found to serve as a regularization

technique that reduces overfitting and improves accuracy.

The model was trained for five epochs and reached a validation

accuracy of 42.5% on withheld NL validation data, an acceptable

result considering multiclass prediction on 40 classes is a much more

difficult task than single‐label prediction (Quercia et al., 2012). The

accuracy is comparable to the 42.1% accuracy of the best‐performing

model in the TREC‐IS 2018 challenge involving 25 classes of disaster‐

related tweets (McCreadie et al., 2019).

Within each predicted topic, the significance of differences

between the groups U0, U30 and U90 was determined via the

Kruskal–Wallis rank sum test.

Due to the lack of labelled tweets, the model's performance on

tweets cannot be gauged with traditional validation metrics. As an

alternative, a threefold credibility check was applied to each topic.

First, the topic‐specific F1‐score was calculated on the predic-

tions on a withheld NL test set that comprised 10% of all NL

comments. If a topic could be accurately classified in DS, the same

would be true in the DT. The F1‐score was calculated as follows:

Precision
TP

TP FP
=

+
,

Recall
TP

TP FN
=

+
,

F score
Precision Recall

Precison Recall
1 =

2 × ×

+
,

TP FP

FN

where is the true positives, the false positives

and the false negatives.

Second, characteristic weekday activity patterns were checked

for similarity. When the topic exhibited a similar pattern in the tweets

as in the NL data set, as quantified by the Pearson correlation

coefficient (COR) between their activity shares over weekdays

(Leydesdorff, 2005), the model was able to recognize a particular

topic in the Twitter domain. This check was not applied for topics

where a coefficient of variation (CV) lower than 0.05 indicated the

absence of any noticeable weekly pattern (e.g., gaming in Figure 4).

Third, ancillary data sets of NL comments NLNEW and of tweets

SNEW were acquired from a more recent period (2021–2022). From

NLNEW keywords were extracted that did not appear in the older NL

data set. These keywords were assumed to represent novel concepts

(e.g., “covid19”). If they appeared in similar topics in SNEW as in

NLNEW, it supported the assumption that the Twitter topics matched

NL topics. To quantify this similarity for each topic, the cosine

similarity (Egghe & Leydesdorff, 2009) between NLNEW and SNEW

was calculated using the topic's shares of the usage of the

aforementioned keywords as features.

F IGURE 4 Weekly patterns and correlations of example topics. (Green) True labels of all NL posts. (Orange) Predictions on NL test data
set. (Blue) Predictions on Twitter data set. y‐Axis: Proportion of the weekly maximum by topic and data set. COR, Pearson correlation between
NL and Twitter patterns; CV, coefficient of variation; NL, Nairaland.
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To condense this three‐pronged check into a tangible measure, the

predicted topics were grouped into four discrete grades of credibility

from A (most credible) to D (least credible), based on whether they failed

to meet a grade‐specific threshold in all three checks. Thresholds of 0.5,

0.4, 0.3 and −1 were used for grades A, B, C and D, respectively.

To complement the quantitative metrics of plausibility, we

perform a qualitative reading of sampled tweets on those topics for

which we find the strongest differences between user groups, as well

as the topic which likely holds the most migration‐related informa-

tion. Our goal is to better understand how much variation exists in

the content that is algorithmically bundled into a topic. For each

topic, 100 tweets were sampled for each user type U0, U30 and U90,

for a total of 900 tweets across three topics. Each tweet was

assigned a code, based only on its raw text and the content of any

linked web pages or images. Following grounded theory methodology

(Charmaz, 2006), codes were not defined by preconceived hypothe-

ses but developed from the observations in the data in an exploratory

manner, although with a focus on mobility‐related information.

Consequently, the goal was not an overarching framework of themes,

emotions or styles across all topics but a specific set of codes for each

topic which best represents the variation within it.

4 | RESULTS

4.1 | Results of the spatial analysis

Figure 5 displays the migration flows between the most connected

places for overall movements (MOVE) and international migrations

(MINT). Of 10,101 MOVE, 50.9% were within Nigeria, 18.8% were

outgoing, 18.4% were incoming and 11.4% were between countries

outside Nigeria.

Of the 1057 MINT, 48.0% were incoming to Nigeria while 52.0%

were outgoing. The capital Abuja and the largest city Lagos are

measured with the strongest international ties, most connecting to

the United States and the United Kingdom.

As for the users, the number of mobile users (U30) was 4794, of

which 3229 (67.4%) moved purely within Nigeria. For roughly a third

(35.3%) of the U30, we observed multiple MOVE in the timespan.

The international class U90 consisted of 926 users. For 111

(12.0%) of these, we observed multiple international migrations in the

timespan.

This means that we measured some mobility for 5720 (4.9%) of

our 116,670 analyzed users.

Of 3857 stationary users (U0), most resided in Lagos (49.2%), Abuja

(20.0%), Kaduna (3.5%), Ibadan (3.3%) and Port Harcourt (3.2%).

The gyration radius is right skewed with a median of 223 km and

a mean of 840 km. Interestingly, the distribution of its decadic

logarithm is clearly bimodal, with two peaks corresponding to radii of

approximately 200 and 2200 km (Figure 6).

4.2 | Results of the text analysis

The credibility of the domain adaptation varied strongly by topic. In

this section, we provide results for credibility grades A, B and C. The

complete results of the credibility check and the topic analysis for all

topics are provided in Appendices C and D.

F IGURE 5 (Left) MOVEs between SU with at least 250 MOVEs. (Right) MINTs between SU with at least 25 MINTs. SU, spatial unit.
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Figure 7 displays for each group of users the average share of

users' tweets. Striking differences between user groups could be

seen in the topics islam, religion and gaming.

Islam has been assigned to 3.86% of U90 tweets, but only 3.68%

of U30 and 3.31% of U0 tweets. The reverse pattern was found for

religion, with 2.64%, 3.44% and 3.77% for U90, U30 and U0,

respectively. Gaming made up 3.05% of U90 tweets, but only 2.54%

of U30 and 2.11% of U0 tweets. The topic properties seemed to be of

interest for U0 while music‐radio was of interest to U30. Notably, U30,

intended to represent mobile users, had lower shares in travel than

either U90 and U0.

For the topics gaming and religion, the strongest differences

in interest were found across user groups. They, along with topic

travel, were qualitatively evaluated. The codes, displayed in

Figure 8 and described in Supporting Information Appendix C, give

indication about the content of the topics. Gaming, more popular

with international migrants, was found to include a mix of

entertainment‐related subtopics, most commonly football, but also

other sports, games and music. Public conversation about aspects of

public life (celebrities, fashion), private life (relationships and

pets) and politics were also common, making up around 45% of

the sampled tweets. Religion, on the other hand, was thematically

homogeneous, with around 18% of the tweets not clearly related to

religion. It was found that the religious discourse took a variety of

forms, ranging from bible quotes to proclamations of devotion or

prayers to discussions about matters of politics or proper behaviour.

Dominant in the topic travel was various forms of mobility‐related

information at various spatial scales (from local traffic updates by

users to international news by journalists) as well as news,

information and discussions about places or events with an explicit

spatial location. Comments on the state of transport infrastructure

and transport service providers were predominantly critical. Inten-

tion to travel or migrate was only occasionally (2%) expressed, while

sharing of personal travel experiences was more common (~13%).

Around 25% of tweets were not clearly mobility related.

As described in Section 3.2, the gyration radius RGYR provides a

continuous measure of mobility, which allows the exploration of the

relationship between mobility and interest without grouping users.

Due to the large number (n = 9672) of users, locally estimated

scatterplot smoothing (LOESS, Cleveland & Loader, 1996) was

applied to aid exploration of patterns in the relationship from a large

number of tweets (Figure 9). These patterns suggested that increased

mobility might correlate with lower interest in religion, as was

previously observed in the groupwise topic interest (Figure 7). The

inverse was true for gaming and particularly travel, where, past a

certain point, the interest in the topic seemed to be logarithmically

related to RGYR. For islam and properties, the curves suggested a more

complex and multimodal relationship.

F IGURE 6 Histogram of the decadic logarithm of gyration radii.

F IGURE 7 Averaged topic interest of various user groups. Topics are graded by credibility into grades (a), (b) and (c). Significance of
differences between groups was determined via Kruskal–Wallis rank sum test.
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5 | DISCUSSION

5.1 | Key findings of the case study

The detected mobility flows suggest that most international migrations of

Nigerian Twitter users connect to large urban centres and support the

findings by Kirwin and Anderson (2018) that among Nigerian urban

residents, Lagosians are more likely to want to migrate abroad. Besides

Lagos, the smaller Abuja has almost comparable international ties, likely

due to its unique status as the state's capital. We found the strongest

international connections to the United States and the United Kingdom,

which agrees with polls conducted at the start of our study period (NOI

Polls Ltd., 2015). However, the well documented movements of refugees

and internally displaced persons (IDPs) in the north of Nigeria

(International Organization for Migration [IOM] & Displacement Tracking

Matrix [DTM], 2022) were not reflected in our findings, confirming that

F IGURE 8 Frequency of codes in the qualitative reading of topics gaming, religion and travel. For each topic, 100 tweets were randomly
sampled per user group (U0, U30 and U90). Numbers on the bars refer to the tweet count.

F IGURE 9 Locally estimated scatterplot smoothing curve of topic interest versus the decadic logarithm of user gyration radius. Due to the
large number of points (9672) only the fitted curves are shown. Note that the x‐axis is logarithmic. The shaded areas between the dashed lines
indicate the span of the 95% confidence interval.
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refugees and IDPs are likely less or not active onTwitter, as discussed by

Petutschnig et al. (2020).

Our results suggest that international migrants have, on average,

a higher interest in the topic islam than stationary users, who in turn

seem to have more interest on the topic religion. This is in contrast

with previous work by Bloch et al. (2015) and a survey conducted by

Kirwin and Anderson (2018), which found that within Nigeria,

Muslims are less likely to want to migrate abroad. It is possible that

the relationship between religion, islam and mobility is more complex

than was previously assumed, at least for the demographic of Twitter

users (see Section 5.3). This view is also supported by the LOESS

regression for the topic islam, which painted a more complex picture

than the categorical results suggested. International migrants

displayed significantly higher interest in the topic gaming, which

consisted of a surprising variety of entertainment‐related subtopics,

such as music, celebrities and above all football. These may not, by

themselves, be significant migration factors. But football is of great

importance to Nigerian culture, and the attachment to European

football brands creates strong international ties with consequences

both positive and troubling (Igwe et al., 2021). The topic travel,

selected because its label suggests relevance to mobility studies,

curiously was observed with the highest popularity with stationary

users, albeit by only a small margin. As we found in our qualitative

reading, the topic comprises a large variety of mobility‐related

themes, conversations and information, from a local to global scope.

Stationary and mobile users alike frequently commented on

inadequate transport infrastructure, traffic obstructions or conges-

tion, which are serious problems in Nigerian cities (Afolabi et al., 2017)

and have a wide range of negative impacts on people and the

economy (Economic Intelligence Unit, M. of E. P. & B., 2013). For

international migrants, on the other hand, we found that reports of

their own journeys and specific locations prevail. While these insights

are based on a relatively small sample of 900 tweets, they hint at the

type of insight that can be gained about the differences and

similarities between international migrants and stationary people

using such an approach as presented in this paper. In conjunction

with our quantitative results, we found indications that mobility is of

importance even for people who would be, at a large scale,

considered stationary. At a methodological level, we found that our

approach to identifying general topics accomplishes its inclusivity at

the cost of masking the complexity of information contained within.

This complexity can appear as diversity in subtopics, as in the

example of gaming. Or, as in religion, as a variety of conversation

types (e.g., advice, discourse, debate, prayer, quote). Or as in travel,

the information can vary in spatial and temporal scope, from ad‐hoc

traffic updates by local users to professional news reporting about

developments in international politics. Therefore, statistical analysis

of any topic should always be accompanied by in‐depth reading of at

least a sample of tweets. Future studies could aim at digging deeper

via a more detailed inspection of tweet messages in a conversational

context, considering the line of argumentation in the tweets, and

including statistics about linguistic features and metadata in a

multimodal approach.

5.2 | Policy implications

We find that our results are plausible and conclude that with SM data

and our methodological approach, it becomes possible to capture

issues that preoccupy mobile users at a general level. Thus, we offer

means to approximate the migrants' perspective, and the data allow a

detailed evaluation of the textual content based on this. Compared

with the approach by Kim et al. (2021), the approach presented in this

paper is more demanding (in terms of data) but also versatile in the

classification of mobility and content. For researchers, this grants

flexibility in the criteria they use to identify migrants, enables the

combination of multiple criteria in an ensemble (as proposed by

Johnson et al. (2016), and could contribute to a better understanding

of the link between short‐term mobility and long‐term migration

(Mau et al., 2015). Altogether our presented approach is likely less

suited to generating and forecasting demographic data and more

useful to studies of public opinion and research in the social science

domain, where it can serve as a timely intermediate between official

statistics and in‐depth qualitative research. We believe it will be

particularly useful for comparative studies of international migration,

where the granularity and extensive coverage of the geolocated SM

data provide a clear advantage over traditional data sources (Bosco

et al., 2022).

Our approach provides an overview of migrants' general

interests but naturally is not very detailed on any specific issue.

More detailed and qualitative approaches, which focus on specific

topics that are clearly defined by the researcher via keywords and

hashtags, are going to remain vital. Using different approaches in

conjunction, we believe, is a way by which researchers can gain a

more complete and less biased picture of migrants.

However, understanding what occupies migrants is not merely of

academic interest, but beneficial to the management of migration and

its impacts. As Kim et al. (2022) show, topics can be the key to

understanding attachment to places of origin or destination. And this

can result in substantial economic impact: In Nigeria, remittances,

given by ethnic Nigerians in diaspora, constitute a significant source

of foreign currency with a $20.9 billion inflow in 2022 (World

Bank, 2022). Neither this inflow nor its benefits should be taken for

granted, however, as Didia and Tahir (2022) found remittances do not

automatically enhance economic growth, with a large portion of

remittances going towards consumption and social insurance rather

than investment. They recommend that by better understanding the

diaspora and earning their trust, remittance behaviour could be

improved and channelled towards economic growth. Knowledge

from SM could support this by informing initiatives like the Nigerians

in Diaspora Commission (NiDCOM, 2021) about ways to connect

with the diaspora and learn about topics in which they might be

interested to invest in. Our findings indicate that compared with

stationary Nigerians, internationally mobile Nigerians engage more in

the public discourse on sports and other entertainment while

engaging less in discussions about—or public displays of—faith.

Engaging the diaspora on topics that are suited for online discussion

can be an important step to connect with the users on issues that
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matter to them, and possibly encourage them to invest remittances

on projects related to these issues. On the other end of the mobility

spectrum, those SM users who would prefer to remain in their

communities can also benefit from having their collective voices

heard and understood. Policy makers can engage and support them in

issues that matter to them, in the long run, also increasing the

resilience of the communities of stationary Nigerians.

Beyond the tangible benefits, we hope that the study of

migrants' interactions on everyday issues can preserve the human

perspective in the migration discourse and help migrants be seen as

more than mere atomic parts of a highly political issue. In our case

study we discovered a personal side of migrants, whose interactions

are also on nonpolitical topics, such as relationships, sports or films.

We hope that this can help build empathy and understanding, which

will indirectly benefit all aspects of migration management.

5.3 | Limitations and ethical considerations

Despite the proven capability of the presented approach, we acknowl-

edge several limitations. We demonstrated that different forms of

mobility can be identified within the same data set by varying the

parameters of the algorithm. However, long information gaps between

identified residence segments, resulting from irregular tweet activity of

users, make it practically impossible to precisely define the residence

length and the number of relocations for most users. The identification of

seasonal migration patterns is greatly hampered by this data irregularity.

Simpler migration patterns are less reliant on the continuity of tweet

timelines and can be confirmed or rejected for more users. Consequently,

while the distinction of mobility at different rates (e.g., weekly, monthly,

seasonal) is only feasible for few very active users, the differentiation

between mobile and stationary users can be made with a fair degree of

confidence for most users.

Similar considerations apply in the spatial dimension. A practical

constraint to spatial granularity is posed by the relatively small

number of tweets with precision at a point or neighbourhood level

(Kruspe et al., 2021). At the city scale, however, we can confirm the

robustness of our approach towards the size of the SU with a

sensitivity check (see Supporting Information Appendix A). We

conclude that the data are well suited for migration studies at

intercity, national and international scales and over long timespans.

The LOESS regression of mobility versus topic interest produces

intriguing patterns that paint, for some topics, a different picture than

the results by groups. While the method is exploratory, it illustrates

that, unlike traditional census or survey data, geolocated tweets offer

the opportunity to capture mobility without a priori definitions of

migration. Another promising use of continuous mobility information

is the identification of returners, which Pappalardo et al. (2015)

identified as people for whom recurrent movement constitutes a

large part of their mobility and are clearly distinct from explorers who

spread their movement over a larger number of locations.

Altogether, we find that geolocated SM data support studies

using a wide range of mobility concepts and can also theoretically be

implemented in a large variety of settings. However, there are

practical limitations: Changes in Twitter's policy, changes in user

activity and governmental restrictions affect the stability of the data

basis over time. Across space, the availability of geolocated tweets is

likewise not homogeneous. The population's affinity for geotagging, a

requirement for the analysis of mobility, varies across user types and

across countries (Huang & Carley, 2019), as does mobile phone

penetration (Gollin et al., 2021). Thus, while our approach theoreti-

cally supports many settings, we highly recommend that preliminary

experiments confirm the existence of a suitable data basis for each

particular application. More than a matter of technical viability, this is

a matter of representativeness.

It is generally agreed that Twitter users are not a representative

sample of the population (Spyratos et al., 2018; Taubenböck

et al., 2018). Despite the difficulty in assessing specific biases (Wang

et al., 2019), it is commonly asserted that SM platforms cater

especially to a young and urban population (Gollin et al., 2021;

Hughes et al., 2016). Malik et al. (2015) found for the US that a bias in

geotag usage further limits the representativeness of findings. This

limitation naturally extends to trajectory‐based analyses: According

to Armstrong et al. (2021) the forms of mobility detected by

Canadian tweets correspond less to migrants than to business

travellers or transnationals. Our own results support the finding by

Petutschnig et al. (2020) that Twitter is ill‐suited to inform about rural

migrations and refugee movements. On the flipside, it is suitable for

the study of transnationals, business travellers and urban–urban

migrants—forms of mobility that is widespread, but underrepresented

in research (Armstrong et al., 2021). On the basis of continued

urbanization and improved access to telecommunication in many

countries across the globe, we expect an increase in the number of

people which can be mapped with SM approaches.

We now turn from general demographics to a group of accounts

that are not controlled by a real person, but by some form of

automated algorithm (i.e., bot). The challenge of detecting and

filtering bots on Twitter has received considerable attention

(Efthimion et al., 2018; Orabi et al., 2020; Subrahmanian et al., 2016).

While not all types of automation are malicious (Orabi et al., 2020),

confusing bots with actual users will distort and discredit any analysis

intended to study human behaviour. In addition to simple initial filters

(see Section 3.2), we applied a posterior bot check. We found that

both (A) the migration detection algorithm (see Section 3.2) and (B)

the selection of general sources (see Section 3.2.2) were effective,

albeit imperfect barriers to nonmalicious automation, and conclude

that the influence of bots on our study is small.

We addressed the lack of labelled validation data by applying a

threefold credibility check which supports the interpretation of the

results by quantifying credibility. Of 40 considered topics, 30 do not

reach our standards across all checks. Rather than outright dismissal,

closer investigation of these topics might lead to further insights. The

topic sports illustrates this clearly: While the temporal patterns

between NL and Twitter show only a weak correlation, we observe a

high cosine similarity and classification accuracy. It is certainly

possible that this indicates an unsuccessful adaptation of sports from
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NL to Twitter. But an alternative, much more interesting explanation

is that the mismatch in temporal patterns results from the different

ways in which the two media platforms are used to discuss the

topic—perhaps Twitter lends itself to exchange about momentary

events, like, during a game, while web forums are used for predictions

about games or general debates. In‐depth analysis of specific (sports)

events could shed light on this question.

An important aspect of our approach is that the labels are not

predefined by the researcher but rather, in an implicit manner, by the

users. We find that this can lead to perceived misalignment between

content and label. For instance, after qualitatively analyzing the topic of

gaming and finding that it includes sports, music and film in addition to

video games and board games, we believe that the label “entertainment”

might be more accurate. Changing the name of the label is always an

option, of course, but risks imposing the researcher's biases about

semantics and related concepts. We refrain from any relabelling in this

study because we allow for the possibility that Nigerians use English in

different ways. Nevertheless, we believe it is a valid option when used in

conjunction with a qualitative reading.

Comparison of the interests between topics is discouraged due to

substantial differences between precision and recall. Where the precision

is lower than the recall, the number of posts has been overestimated, and

vice versa. But, assuming roughly similar error rates between groups of

users—something we cannot validate in our current setup—even the

relatively low validation accuracy of 42.5% merely creates noise that

diminishes differences between user groups, but does not distort them

(cf. Figure 3, where the weekly patterns of jobs and religion are

weakened, but not completely eliminated in the Twitter data). Not only

does this mean that comparisons between groups are still credible but

also that differences between groups are likely even stronger in reality

than they appear in our results. Many errors are due to confusion

between similar and overlapping topics, such as phones and phone‐ads.

While we assume that these NL subforums are separate for good reason,

if a qualitative reading reveals that distinguishing such topics does not

provide any relevant insight for the analysis, the topics could be manually

merged for ease of interpretation and improved accuracy. For an example

of such postprocessing, we refer to Supporting Information Appendix F.

Besides the brevity of texts and the high number of (potentially

overlapping) topics, the linguistic diversity is likely a main challenge to

accurate prediction. Nigeria is one of the most linguistically diverse places

in the world (Orekan, 2010), and several different languages are used on

Twitter by stationary users as well as by mobile users. In general, it is to

be expected that code‐switching and code‐mixing onTwitter play a great

role in migration contexts when the social networks of the mobile users

change, for example, when they meet other migrants during their travels

or become acquainted with members of the neighbourhoods they plan to

settle in. Theoretically, our approach is language agnostic, but most

current state‐of‐the‐art models are pretrained on mostly English corpora,

and the predominant language on Twitter itself is English. In contexts

where other languages and different varieties of English are used

(possibly even within one tweet), the greater linguistic diversity requires

language models with a higher capacity and flexibility. But besides this

being a technical challenge, there is also an ethical concern. From an

ethical standpoint, inequalities in the representation of languages are

propagated by the dominance of English training data sets: Because

speakers of minority languages are not well represented in the training

data, they are not only less acknowledged, but they are also more likely to

be misunderstood. In the case of African languages, there are efforts

towards better representation in the field of NLP (Masakhane, 2022).

Further, while the use of geospatial SM in approaches such as

ours has the potential to generate substantial benefits by enlarging

the knowledge for policymaking (see Section 5.2), we must

acknowledge it could also be misused in the same fashion.

The data we acquired inform about the affinities and behaviours

of human individuals. Such information necessitates ethical consider-

ations of privacy, consent, anonymity and potential harm that could

arise from the study (Kochupillai et al., 2022; Townsend &

Wallace, 2016). This is particularly the case in the migration context,

as migrants can be a particularly vulnerable group (Sîrbu et al., 2021).

Point aggregation to large SU, as we applied in our processing, is a

way to preserve user's geoprivacy and anonymity (Kounadi &

Resch, 2018) and allows for the ethical use of data without the

acquisition of consent (Williams et al., 2017). No group was smaller

than five users, and SU with less than five detected resident users

were excluded to preserve their anonymity. Consequently, we

believe that privacy and anonymity of users are not at risk by the

presented approach. If follow‐up studies more closely inspect users

and tweets with qualitative methods, it is vital and feasible that the

identity of the users remains undisclosed or cannot be easily

retraced. Also, if future developments allow for significantly higher

spatial precision, geoprivacy should be incorporated into the study

design (see Kounadi & Resch, 2018).

The users' right to be forgotten ought to be respected on a public

platform, such as Twitter, by use of the dedicated batch compliance

API endpoint (Twitter Inc., 2022b). Over the course of this study, we

continuously updated the data and the results, but the present paper

can, of course, not be altered in the same fashion. Thus, we only

present aggregated results wherein no individual can be identified.

We believe that in this manner, the requirements of scientific

research and the rights of data subjects are reconciled.

Finally, ethical concerns result from SM data's ease of use. Compared

with traditional surveys, whether in the field or online, SM data can

inform about people at reduced costs and engagement. It is conceivable

that the researchers' understanding of the geographical contexts is

likewise reduced, and that engagement with the studied population

suffers, while algorithmic biases are propagated. Insights from interviews

and field surveys can help identify and mitigate such issues. Thus, we

argue that SM data should not replace traditional sources of information

but go hand in hand with them in a complementary analysis.

6 | CONCLUSION

In this paper we studied the feasibility of analyzing migrant interests

based on geolocated SM data. We found that the data are suitable for the

study of urban demographics and at large spatial and long timescales.
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In this context, it allows migration researchers to observe—at a

hitherto unprecedented scale—the subjective perspectives of people

who move, and of those who do not. Flexible in application, our

approach can contribute to migration research by filling a gap

between qualitative studies and large‐scale demographic data, and

support the study of migration as a spectrum rather than a condition.

In our case study we found that for most topics, users' interest is

related to their mobility. It is very likely that the underlying causalities

are complex and can be only understood by integrating the data with

the knowledge of locals and subject‐matter experts. In that light, the

joint analysis of geolocation and texts holds a potential that we have

barely scratched the surface of. We are looking forward to what

future studies in migration research will be able to unearth.

The tweet IDs to reproduce the research can be requested from the

author. The full data are not made available due to ethical restrictions

and the Twitter Developer Agreement and Policy.
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